INVEST IN HIGHLINE

TOGETHER WE CAN BUILD YOUR FUTURE.

WHO WE ARE
& WHAT WE OFFER

Highline Contracts Limited is a
professional fit out company
which specialises in commercial
refurbishments.
We have extensive experience
working in all industries including:
manufacturing, office, media,
pharmaceutical/science to
name a few. We specialise in
laboratory and clean room fit
out/installation.
Our ‘end to end’ service means
that we work with each client
closely ensuring complete
satisfaction at every stage of
every project.
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The business was established
in 2009 and with hard work and
determination - together with a
dedicated workforce - we have
built our reputation on high
quality finishes and a pro-active
approach.

Highline is a Principal/main
contractor. We carry out the
full CDM requirements from a
principal contractor’s point of
view on all of our projects. The
main services we offer are:

This has resulted in many
long-term relationships with
satisfied clients who return to us
time and time again to deliver
on repeat projects. Most of
our clients are large blue chip
organisations including the
following names:

z Full project management

z Netflix

z Coast to Capital

z Eisai Pharmaceuticals

z Global Pharmaceutical
company

z CBRE

z Arcadis

z SODEXO

OUR CORE VALUES

z Principal contractor

z Financial control

z CAT A refurbishment

z CAT B refurbishment

z Office fit-out

z Clean room installations

TRUST &
HONESTY

QUALITY:
FIRST TIME RIGHT

ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS

VALUE FOR
MONEY

PAST
EXPERIENCE

HEALTH &
SAFETY

PROFESSIONAL
SKILLED LABOUR

STRIVING FOR
PERFECTION

z Laboratory installations

z Canteen and kitchen
installations

z Shop-fitting

z Full trade services
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TEAM LOCATION KEY

MEET THE TEAM

Head Office Based
Visiting Site
Site Based

DOING THINGS THE HIGHLINE WAY
Managing Director

Commercial Manager & QS

Project Managers

Brad founded Highline Contracts
in 2009 with a vision to build an
exceptional business committed
to delivering high-quality ‘endto end’ project management and
construction solutions. His core
values of developing and up-skilling
staff, exceeding client expectations
and operating ethically are strongly
reflected in business practices.

Tim and Ahmed are responsible for
all financial and contractual project
elements from procurement to
monthly cost reporting. They work
closely with the Project Director/
Managers to provide accurate cost
reports and financial applications.

We have a group of highly skilled
and dedicated Project Managers
that oversee and control the day
to day delivery of the project on
site. They are responsible for
ensuring the project is delivered
safely and within budget and
time tolerances. They also
ensure all activities comply
with CDM legislation as well as
H&S regulations and quality
standards.

Project Director
Neal is responsible for the overall
delivery of the project from initial
appointment to final handover and
oversees the execution of works on site.

Head of Specialist Projects
Jon is responsible for managing
our specialised projects and driving
these through their entire lifecycle. He
manages our team of Site Supervisors
and Logistics & Welfare Managers and
works with them to achieve the best
possible project outcomes for our
clients.
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Brad Pammen

Managing Director

SHEQ Manager
Jessica carries out regular site visits
to every project to encourage best
practice and discuss possible areas of
improvement with our project teams.
Each visit is recorded within our own
QA procedure documentation, which
will then be forwarded to the clients PM
for their project reference.

Lead TSM
Ian is responsible for all technical
elements of our projects from
initial scope and specifications to
commissioning and O&M creation.
Working with our specialist contractors,
he will develop the best technical
solutions for our clients.

Logistics & Welfare
Managers

Accounts & Office
Manager

Our Logistics & Welfare
Managers are an integral part
of project delivery particularly
since COVID has become
a huge influence. They are
responsible for ensuring our
project sites remain COVID
safe and are also responsible
for traffic management and
maintaining on site welfare
facilities.

Katie is responsible for the
smooth running of our head
office on a day to day basis
and manages the operations
behind the scenes. This
includes liaising with subcontractors and purchase
order management as well
as HR aspects and other
administrative tasks.

Site Supervisors

Skilled Trades Staff

Our dynamic Site Supervisors
report to the Project Manager
and manage the progress
and delivery of individual work
packages. They work closely with
sub-contractors to ensure the
activities on site are undertaken
safely and meet Highline’s high
expectations.

Highline have a team of skilled
operatives including carpenters
and joiners, ceiling and partition
fixers, painters and decorators
as well as multi-skilled trades
people.

Jon Adams

Neal Kavanagh

Head of Specialist Projects

Project Director

Jessica Dynes
SHEQ Manager

Sean Kane

Site Supervisor

Reece Johnson

Quantity Surveyor

Fabio Barsanti

Project Manager

Ian Knight

Admin & Document
Control
Lisa manages and maintains
our HR records system as
well as ensuring projects are
filed and archived correctly in
compliance with document
retention regulations. She also
manages our staff training
matrix and ensures all training
and qualifications remain
current and relevant. Kiera
assists both Katie and Lisa in all
administrative duties.

Ahmed Dahir

Site Supervisor

Lead TSM

Mark Paton

Matt Chalk

Welfare & Logistics

Welfare & Logistics

Tim Woolston

Skilled & Direct Labour

Commercial Manager

X3

Des Baker

Project Manager

Katie Williams

Accounts & Office Manager

Lisa Simmons

Admin & Document Control

Alan Vella

Project Manager

Kiera Hughes

Admin & Reception
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COMMERCIAL

TECHNICAL

GIVING YOU THE BEST PRICE
We aim to give the client and the
project teams the best possible prices
at all times. We hold accounts with a
number of suppliers for each trade,
therefore we are buying materials at
competitive prices. If we were to use
sub-contract companies it would
naturally result in increased costs,
but we try to reduce this by buying
materials at source, appointing our own
labour/sub-contractors to carry out the
installations.
On average we find it saves the client
between 10 – 15% across a typical
project. This does depend on the size of
the project and level of management
required to carry it out. Once we
understand the products that have
been specified within a project, we are
happy to offer an alternative to provide
a potential cost-savings if required.
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OUR APPROACH

Our commercial management objectives:
Transparency and openness;
We are committed to providing accurate and transparent
commercial proposals and figures to all our clients. We truly
believe that honesty is the best policy.

Provide value for money
As an experienced and well rounded construction company
we know what quality products and materials look like.
We are passionate about achieving the highest quality
results across all of our projects and that starts with quality
materials. Our relationships with industry suppliers allow us
access to quality materials at great prices which enables us
to reflect this cost saving in our proposals to clients.

Report on commercial progress
We have a robust and accurate reporting procedure
for financial analysis and reports that our Commercial
Managers have developed. This reporting structure allows
us to report accurate information in a timely manner to our
clients.

We believe that our technical approach
to projects is what sets us apart from
our competitors. Our Lead Technical
Services Manager, Ian Knight has a wealth
of experience and knowledge which he
applies when working through solutions
and problem solving with our suppliers.
Our in depth understanding of
mechanical and electrical works means
that we are able to collaborate with
suppliers and work with them to create
quality engineered solutions.
Ian’s vast experience of working in
laboratory facilities and hospital
environments allows him to apply
analytical thinking and lessons learned
to each project and client brief. Ian
takes a hands-on approach throughout
all projects and is available to provide
technical advice and knowledge.
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SHEQ MANAGEMENT
SAFETY & HEALTH

Health and Safety in the
workplace is of paramount
importance within the culture
and management of Highline
Contracts. We pride ourselves
in providing a safe and healthy
working environment for our
employees, sub-contractors and
site visitors.
Our open and honest approach
to health and safety ensures that
project risks and near misses
are recorded, discussed and
reported with immunity. There
is a no blame or shame culture
here.
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Highline are an adaptable and
flexible main contractor, who
throughout the duration of a
project, ensures that the client’s
needs and aspirations are
exceeded. We pride ourselves
on the quality of our service and
ability to manage any changes
quickly and proactively to suit
our clients sometimes moving
targets.
Our achievements are based
on having a highly skilled
and dedicated workforce. We
employ a number of direct
skilled tradesmen to complete
the various type of works we
specialise in. These include
Carpenters & Joiners, Ceiling
& Partitioner’s, Painter &
Decorators and various levels of
Management.

All our staff have been provided
with the access and support to
help develop themselves further
within Highlines’ business. Many
have been able to complete
a large number of differing
accreditations during their time
at Highline. This includes but
are not limited to the following;
NVQ7, IOSH, SMSTS, SSSTS, CSCS,
Mental Health First Aid, First Aid,
Temporary Works Coordinators,
and Asbestos Awareness.
All of our managers have
either a level NVQ6 or NVQ7
qualification. Highline strive
to continually develop and
keep abreast of changes in
health and safety regulations.
The most recent being the
introduction of our COVID
site, head office and vehicle
monitoring procedures.

Our own full-time in-house
Safety, Health, Environment,
Quality Manager Jessica
Dynes will visit all projects from
inception and will regularly
visit our sites enforcing our
standards and help provide
advice and guidance where
necessary, up until handover.
Our team proactively engage
with our client’s project
management team, security
staff and site engineers to
maintain a high level of safety
and quality on site. Since
2019 we have successfully
gained and maintained our
ISO9001 ISO14001 and ISO45001
accreditations, all levels were
verified by ASBC. In addition,
we have been Safe Contractor
and CHAS accredited members
since 2017.
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SHEQ MANAGEMENT
ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY
Highline Contracts recognises
the need to operate the business
in a manner which reflects good
environmental management and
corporate social responsibilities
practises. We are aware of the
environmental impacts of its
operations and where possible,
seek to balance the business with
the need to protect the local and
community environment.
We operate a fully certified ISO
14001 compliant environmental
management system and have
a strong focus on training and
awareness-raising within our
teams.
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Our sustainability goals:
We have set clear goals to make Highline Contract a more sustainable company.
Our sustainability goal and policies are:

Ban single use plastic
We have banned single use plastic in our new offices and replaced items
with eco-friendly options. Instead of plastic carrier bags we have Highline
cotton re-usable bags and instead of plastic coffee containers, we’ve
purchased glass containers that we refill at a local shop on Ware High
Street.

Replace lights with LEDs
We have replaced all the old lights in our office with energy efficient LEDs

Be as paperless as possible and only use recycled paper
We are going to avoid using paper as much as possible and when we must
use paper, we will stick to recycled paper only.

Plants in the office to improve air quality
Plants such as spider plants are proven to improve the air quality, so we are
going to spread these out throughout the office to boost the benefits.
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SHEQ MANAGEMENT
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Our quest for quality is achieved
not only through adherence to
standards and procedures but
also through an attitude and
commitment to quality that is
shared by everyone within Highline.
At Highline, we are committed to
the constant development and
implementation of our companywide Quality Control Processes.
We are fully certified in ISO 9001
and operate at this level as a
minimum standard. This enables
us to create a culture of quality
where we demonstrate the ‘First
Time Right’ (FTR) approach.
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Our quality objectives:
‘First Time Right’ approach

Quality resources

To encourage, create, maintain, and enhance
a culture of quality within Highline, by
demonstrating a ‘First Time Right’ (FTR) approach.

To provide the skilled and engaged resources
necessary to ensure the delivery of a product
that meets customer expectations every time.

Compliance

Approved supply chain

To remain compliant with the requirements of
ISO 9001:2015

Audit
To conduct internal and external audits on our
processes and ways of working on site to ensure
we stay compliant with the ever evolving HSE
legalisation and other procedures.

Review
To continually review, improve, and implement
quality control and best practice procedures.

To ensure that our supply chain and other
stakeholders, involved in our projects fulfil their
defined quality standards thus supporting a
quality approach.

Going the extra mile
To go the extra mile and deliver to our clients
standards, exceeding their expectations.

Celebrate success
To celebrate successes and learn the lessons
where room for improvement is required
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO
HIGHLINE EXPERIENCE

Highline have completed a
number of high profile contracts
in the past 8 years and in the
past 2 years we have completed
the following works at a large
pharmaceutical company site.

FIT-OUT OF GYM
& CHANGING
ROOM FACILITIES

REFURBISHMENT
OF BREAKOUT
AREA

z Office space
z Canteen area
z WC refurbishments
z Glass partitioning
z Ceilings
z Upgrading fire strategy
z DDA compliance strategy
z Working in process areas

CREATION OF
AN EXTERNAL
DECKING AREA

z Working in pilot plants
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO
HIGHLINE EXPERIENCE
FAST TRACK
FIT-OUT OF
I.T LOUNGE

RECEPTION
LOBBY WORKS

EXTENSIVE
FOUNTAIN
WORKS
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO

WORKING WITHIN A LIVE ENVIRONMENT
The ability for all occupants to carry on their
day to day business unaffected throughout
project works is paramount at every level of
our planning and strategy thinking. Our wealth
of experience of working within occupied
buildings both as a business and individual
team members is exceptional. We use this
knowledge and experience to drive our
efficient and effective working methods and
understanding of how we impact others. To
achieve zero disruption to staff on site whilst
our project works are underway, we work to the
following values:

Maintaining an operational
workspace:

REFURBISHMENT
OF CANTEEN &
BREAKOUT AREA
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We understand the importance of maintaining
an operational workspace for staff whether
that’s offices, laboratories or plantrooms. When
programming each project, we take time to
consider the challenges of working within live
environments and we pride ourselves on our
clever programming and phasing of works to
ensure that maximum working space remains
operational throughout the works on site.

Service disruption:

Communication:

The large majority of our projects require work
to MEP services and we create an intricate plan
to manage these elements. We do our best
to complete all works within working hours to
avoid additional costs, however, we recognise
that this is not always possible, so we adopt
a flexible approach to planning that allows us
to adapt to our client’s needs. All isolations
that effect systems or usual operations within
buildings are planned, sequenced and agreed
with all stakeholders prior to commencement
of any works.

Maintaining regular communication with all
relevant stakeholders, especially the building
management teams, is an integral part of our
approach to minimising disruption.

Noise Control:
Noise matters to you, your business and
neighbours. You can rest assured that at
Highline Contracts we know just what impact
that can have. It will therefore be our priority
to mitigate and where possible eliminate noise
to the benefit of you and your surrounding
community. At Highline, we have strict noise
control procedures that our project teams
adopt and monitor the works against including
noise monitoring with professional equipment.

At Highline, we strive to ensure that
communication is open and consistent via a
range of channels. including signage, visual
posters and digital content accessed via a QR
codes.
At the beginning of each project, we create
stakeholder management and communication
plans where we capture each end user and
assess their needs so we can communicate
with them accordingly. Our communications
are tailored to each individual to reflect their
level of influence and interest in the project.
We’re a modern and forward thinking company
that doesn’t believe in pages and pages of
black and white text so we are passionate
about creating engaging messages to excite
people about the project and most importantly,
encourage them to read safety notices and
signs.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO
CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
Each client is unique.
We do not come with
preconceptions of what is right
for our clients, just the knowledge
we’ve gained from years of
experience that helps us advise
and guide decisions.

Highline Contracts have been working

Brad and his team have delivered a

with myself and many project

range of projects for us ranging from

managers at a pharmaceutical

small jobs to large capital projects, we

site for 5 years, performing multiple

have always found the team helpful,

construction projects up to £1M.

hard-working and willing to work with

Highline have performed to a very

us and help out with issues that may

high standard throughout and in

arise during projects. Together we

Our process is about
understanding and collaborating
with end users and assisting them
in voicing their own needs.

doing so have become one of the

have managed to deliver a number

incumbent, trusted and valued go to

a projects to a high standard in very

contractors. They have proven to be

tight time-scales. Highline are now an

cost competitive, schedule-driven when

integral part of the supply chain to our

required and set a great level of Health

client and are one of our few preferred

& Safety. I would highly recommend

suppliers.

WE LISTEN.
WE INSPIRE.
WE RESPOND.
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Testimonials

Highline as a Principal Contractor.
Arcadis

CBRE

The Highline team are professional at every
level of a project, whether small or large
scale their dedication and commitment
remains. They have enthusiasm, attention

FIT-OUT OF
SANDWICH DELI

to detail and strong delivery capability and
I can highly recommend.
Simons
Architon have worked with Highline on
a number of refurbishment projects for
mutual clients. We have found Brad and
the team highly responsive and very
professional in their approach to the
successful completion of high quality
works.
Architon LLP
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45, York House, Ware SG12 9DH
info@highline-contracts.com
+44 (0) 1279 215369

INVEST IN HIGHLINE

TOGETHER WE CAN BUILD YOUR FUTURE.
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